denominator in 'paramedic attendance' (48/119) × 100% = 40.3% as stated?
I would like you to know that I loved the cartoon cover arts, especially the one with the mouse and the fox. I always enjoy the different types of artwork on the BDJ and reading about their background.
As for the Christmas edition I simply cannot fathom why anyone would be against something light hearted and humorous. Dentistry is a tough profession and I am sure most dentists have felt down, depressed and anxious at some point. I personally feel the festive season can be quite overwhelming as there is a pressure on people in general to be all happy and jolly, but for us the same pressures still apply; indeed it can be an even busier time of year with extra patients. Reading something funny written by your fellow professionals could make the world of difference for someone feeling a bit low. It could bring a smile and some cheer for a dentist feeling overwhelmed.
I write this letter to assure you that the majority of the profession appreciate and enjoy the more light-hearted elements of the journal and request that this tradition continues. Yes dentistry is a serious profession, and yes we all enjoy reading the factual content of the journal, but having something fun certainly doesn't take any credit away from this well respected journal. Indeed it is of my opinion it actually makes it even more loved as the journal which is known to have something for every dentist no matter what discipline they are in. 
Grave concern
Sir, I am writing to you to express my grave concern regarding a recent entry for Zollipops in the British Dental Journal 1 under the 'Dental products and services' section.
Whilst I fully appreciate that the BDJ has a disclaimer at the top of the page indicating that the service does not imply endorsement by the BDJ, many dentists do not read this and would assume that because this has been published in a professional journal this product has some value.
The advert is basically for a sugar free lollipop -my concerns relate particularly to the logos being used to promote the product ie 'The clean teeth pops' and 'The after you eat treat for a healthy smile' .
Implying that eating a lollipop, regardless of when you eat it can somehow 'clean' your teeth is a very misleading message for the general public.
As health professionals it is imperative that we all give consistent, evidence-based messages to the general public. The statement that 'Stein Foods ... wants dentists to stand behind and promote the brand as a healthy and good way for parents to look after their children's teeth' really concerned me. Although sugar-free sweets may not directly damage teeth (some brands however can be acidic and could potentially be implicated in tooth erosion) regular consumption could help encourage a 'sweet tooth' which could certainly have implications for general health.
I do feel that the British Dental Journal is better than this and should be more proactive in filtering out unsuitable adverts before publication. 
J. Thomas, Swansea

Dental careers
To specialise or not?
Sir, I am writing to you as a recently qualified and aspiring dentist. Although I am in my early years, I find myself, like many of my other dental colleagues, at a career crossroads. With so many specialities and sub-specialities on offer as a dentist, it can often be confusing what to choose. I hear from many dentists that you don't need to specialise to excel within a sub-speciality. However, I hear from just as many that to excel and reach the pinnacle as a dentist, you should aim to specialise. Does a dentist on the specialist register hold greater value and worth than one that isn't? Alternatively, will having an MSc, which has been obtained over a two-year period part time, put you in just as much demand as a dentist who has spent the last three years, working full time, on the specialist register?
With so many different courses on offer, it can often prove difficult to decide which one
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